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INSTRUCTIONS
1. Complete all applicable information except for “Lot #.” Note there
are two “owner” lines to fill out. Lots with incorrect or incomplete
descriptions and information will not be accepted.
2. Observe the lot limit announced for the auction.
3. Lots are subject to a club commission of at least 10%.
4. Payments to cosigners will be made after all buyers have paid.
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MOUNT LOT HERE
(This lot sheet may be placed loose as the first page inside a book or album.
Otherwise, lot must be securely mounted to this sheet or it will not be accepted.)
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BIDDER’S NAME

Mid-Cities Stamp Club
Instructions for Completing Lot Sheets
Each auction lot sheet must be filled out as completely as possible so the description in the
newsletter will reflect what was submitted. Please comply with the following instructions to
assure your lots will be accepted instead of returned for further information.
Write your name as “Owner” in both
certain older mint stamps. Note that
1 spaces provided [near the top left and at signed
used stamp pricing is normally for postally
the middle left]. If you fail to write your name
used, not CTO* (canceled-to-order). If you dethe second time, you may not be paid for the
sire to set a “Minimum Bid,” don’t make it so
lot. If the lot is a donation to the club, add the
high as to discourage bidding because buyers
word “donation” beside your name.
have no chance of picking up a bargain. Give
Leave the spaces blank for “Lot #”
consideration to the condition and popu2 as this information is completed by those ample
larity of items when setting a minimum bid.
collecting the auction lots.
“Grade” and “Condition” are terms
5 used only for stamps. “Grade” refers to
For stamps, covers, and so forth, note
3 the “Country” the material is from, the a stamp’s centering and — if used — the heavi“Catalogue” used and the “Catalogue Numness of the cancel. See the box at the lower left
ber.” Please use Scott catalogues — preferably
for terms used in grading.
no more than two years old — so all lots will
“Condition” refers to stamps’ unused or
be valued on a consistent basis. The latest Scott
used status. Common terms for unused stamps
catalogues are available in the club library and
are: never hinged (NH), lightly hinged (LH),
many local libraries. Catalogues like
heavily hinged (HH) and ungummed. For
Brookman, Krause-Minkus, Michel, Yvert, etc.
used stamps, simply indicate used (meaning
should be utilized only for non-Scott listed
postally used) or CTO* (canceled-to-order).
items. These spaces may be left blank if the lot
The “Description” area is where you
6 should compose a general description of
consists of Cinderella-type items, books, accessories, etc.
what you’re offering and note any further speFor items in catalogues, be sure the
cifics a potential buyer should be aware of, such
4 correct “Catalogue Value” is chosen. Be as exceptional qualities or defects.
especially alert for percentage premiums asFor stamp issues, give at least the year of
issue, denomination and the name it’s comGRADING
monly known by [i.e. 1893 2¢ Columbian]; also
indicate whether the item is a plate number
G
Good (design very off center, extremely
heavy cancel).
block, booklet, souvenir sheet, coil, etc. Refer
VG
Very Good (design moderately off cento the chart at the lower right for commonly
ter, heavy cancel).
used abbreviations and terminology used to
F
Fine (design noticeably off center, canfurther describe stamps.
cel heavier than usual).
For first day and philatelic covers, always
F-VF Fine to Very Fine (design somewhat off
indicate if they are cacheted [have a design on
center on one side or slightly off center
the envelope] and whether they are addressed
on two sides, cancel does not detract from
design).
or unaddressed.
VF
Very Fine (design slightly off center on
For postally used covers, indicate place of
one side, light or neat cancel).
origin, destination, date of use, special markEF
S

Extremely Fine (close to perfectly centered, very light or neat cancel).
Superb (perfect centering, term not applicable to used stamps).

* CTO or canceled-to-order stamps are ones
that are not postally used. They usually have
clean printed cancels and gum on the back.

ings, etc. Any pertinent facts about stamps on
the cover should be noted in the “Country,”
“Catalogue Number,” and “Catalogue Value”
sections previously discussed.
For large lots of stamps and covers include
the information you would ask if you were considering the purchase. As an example, a seller
of a large bunch of stamps should answer these
questions: What is the estimated quantity? Are
they mostly mint or used? Are they assorted or
all-different? Are they mostly commemoratives
or definitives? What is the overall condition?
For philatelic accessories, at least describe
the condition: used, like new, etc.
Don’t write in the area marked “BID7 DERS NAME” or “BID” as this is for
the auctioneer’s use only.
Finally, attach your item securely to
8 the lot sheet. Bidders often want to inspect single stamps from the back side, so
mount those type items so they can be flipped
over. A lot sheet may be placed loose as the
first page inside an album, book or catalogue.

SELECTED DESCRIPTIONS
Bisect
Block
Booklet
Canceled-to-order
Circular date stamp
Clipped perfs
Coil
Crease
Disturbed gum
Error
Essay
Gum skip
Gum wrinkle
Hand cancel
Herring bone cancel
Hinge remnant
Imperforate
Line pair
Missing piece
Nibbed perfs
Original gum
Overprinted
(Catalogues list other

Oxidation
Pen cancel
Plate block
Plate number coil
Precancel
Proof
Punched hole cancel
Regummed
Reperfed
Reprint
Rouletted
Scuff
Se-tenant
Sock on the nose cancel
Soiled
Specimen
Straight edge
Surcharged
Tear
Tete beche
Thin
Toned
common terminology.)
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